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Emma Burton
Clothes, scarves and bags in exclusive digitally printed textiles that feature Emma’s own photography. Her
current collection is made mostly from organic cotton and silk and the prints feature a wide range of
photographic subjects from nature to vintage jewellery. She works from her studio in Whitstable, Kent.
www.emmaburton.co.uk
emma@emmaburton.co.uk
¨¨¨
Stuart Jenkins
Exploring precious metals natural qualities, and how it reacts to different techniques, has been the source for
many of Stuarts' ideas. Letting the material have a life of its own, shapes and ideas can be suggested through the
making process, and followed through to their natural conclusion. Contrast is used to create a visual palette,
rough/smooth, texture/polished, black/white, the metal becomes a painterly/sculptural material. Hammer
techniques prepare the section used, and shape the object, in which the surface retains all marks of the creative
act. A simple hand raised bowl can become a document of its own making, not just a silhouette, but a vessel
containing the energy used to create it.
www.stuartjenkins.com
info@stuartjenkins.com
¨¨¨
Lisa Jones
Lisa is a printmaker working on fabric and paper. Designs are printed by hand onto natural fabrics: linen, cotton
and more recently cork, combining subtle textures with a pop of neon colour.
Her range includes zipped cases, toiletry and project bags as well as planter pots, cushions and limited edition
prints.
All pieces start from a hand drawn design, are printed, cut and then sewn by Lisa in her Kent based studio.
All printed using water-based ‘eco’ inks.
Commissions welcome.
www.etsy.com/shop/loopbylisajones
lisajones.loop@yahoo.com
¨¨¨
Sabine Konig
Working from her studio in Kent, Sabine works mainly in silver and 18ct gold .Using large gemstones and pearls
she designs unique pieces which are both striking and understated.
Apprentice trained in Germany using traditional techniques Sabine works mainly in silver, 18ct and 22ct gold.
Her love for vibrant large cabochons makes the majority of her pieces one- offs as the design evolves around the
chosen stones.
By combining brushed silver with Freshwater and Tahitian Pearls Sabine creates classic pieces with a modern
twist.
Sabine works from her studio on the North Kent Coast where she also welcomes clients to discuss commissions.
www.sabinekonig.com
info@sabinekonig.com

Oscar Ruben Konig
Ruben Konig Jewellery specialise in Historically Accurate Jewellery, made to similar specifications as items from
Ancient Rome right up to the Deco Period of the roaring 1930's. We produce our own designs that are all Made
in England in various materials from Sterling Silver to 22ct Gold. Our designs all bear our trademark hallmark of
R.K and some pieces include a commemorative Jubilee marking to celebrate this year's events.
www.rubenkonig.com
hello@rubenkonig.com
¨¨¨
Olivia Schlevogt
Olivia's work is characterised by strong, clear and simple shapes, softened with a matt texture and surface detail.
The geometric forms are made in gold or silver and detailed with fused yellow and white gold ornamentation,
sometimes adding diamonds to highlight the design and including precious and semi-precious stones.
Olivia creates one off pieces or small collections of characteristic design and high quality work.
Olivia was born in South Germany where she completed a jewellery apprenticeship before continuing her
training at the Kent Institute of Art and Design in Rochester and became self-employed in 1999.
She has won many prizes for design and craftsmanship and is now well established, with a workshop in
Rochester where she teaches and works to commission and exhibits internationally.
www.oliviaschlevogt.com
oliviaschlevogt@yahoo.co.uk
¨¨¨
Helena Sergeant Luxury Soy Candles.
Beautiful, luxury statement candles for the home. Handcrafted in Frant, East Sussex made with natural soy wax
and scented with pure essential oils. Truly elegant pieces with therapeutic properties to help relax, soothe and
de-stress. Bringing beauty to aromatherapy.
www.luxurysoycandles.co.uk
Hello@luxurysoycandles.co.uk
@helenasergeantlsc
¨¨¨
Julie Tucker-Williams
Working primarily with sterling silver Julie creates textured individual pieces highlighted with gold and precious
stones.
Combined with an interest in exploring the contrasts of beaten metal with the lustre of fresh water pearls, she
has produced a contemporary collection of genuinely handmade jewellery.
Julie has been working as a jeweller and teacher for over 30 years.
www.julietuckerwilliams.co.uk
julietuckerwilliams@gmail.com
@juliejewellery

